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The refurbishment program of the Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit announced on the 11th May has entered its fifth week. The many facets
to the upgrades which include changes to the circuit layout, a full resurface of the entire circuit and the construction of a new circuit underpass are progressing well. Other aspects of the upgrade including
the surfacing of service roads, review of all safety systems on the full
circuit and the demolition program has also gained momentum over
the past month.
The wing walls of the underpass are at the correct height. Earthworks
continue on both sides of these walls to obtain the correct levels as the
new extended main straight will run over the top of the underpass.
Rap material from the circuit has also been placed on the service roads
in preparation for the addition of the bitumen emulsion that will bind
the rap material together forming the new tar surface. Separate teams
continue with the removal of all tyres and belting from the circuit. The
removal process is also exposing the old guard rails and debris fencing.
This allows for the implementation of a long overdue programme of
replacement and refurbishment of these important safety systems.
Sand blasting of all concrete walls on the circuit commenced last week.
This process will also include the removal of all paint on the kerbing
around the circuit in preparation for a fresh new identity. Damaged
curbing has also been removed from various parts of the circuit and is
scheduled for replacement prior to resurfacing.

The wing walls of the new underpass

The service roads receiving rap as part of surfacing process

Tyres and belting being
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opening up old guard rails.

Sandblasting of the walls on the
circuit has commenced.
Manitou being used to transport tyres to loading positions

Damaged curbing being removed from circuit

Part of the 40 000 old tyres being removed by REDISA
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